**Drawing Materials:**
HB pencil
Kneaded eraser
Paper to sketch on (no particular requirements)

**Brushes:**
flat brushes (size 2, 4, 6, 8, 10)

**Palette knife:**
palette knife (diamond shaped ones work best)

**Canvas:**
pre-stretched canvas or canvas board (at least 8” x 10”)

**Mediums** (For oil painting, not to be used with acrylics):
Stand Oil (recommended - Gamblin Stand Oil)
Odorless Mineral Spirits (Recommended GAMSOL)
Brush cleaning solvent (recommended - Terpenoid Natural)

**Paint:**
Recommended Brands - Gamblin oil paints, or Golden Acrylic paints
Titanium White 150 ml tube
Cadmium Yellow Medium 37 ml tube in size
Naples Yellow 37 ml tube in size
Yellow Ochre 37 ml tube in size
Cadmium Orange 37 ml tube in size
Cadmium Red Medium 37 ml tube in size
Cadmium Red Deep 37 ml tube in size
Burnt Sienna 37 ml tube in size
Burnt Umber 37 ml tube in size
Perm Green Light 37 ml tube in size
Sap Green 37 ml tube in size
Cerulean Blue 37 ml tube in size
Ultramarine Blue 37 ml tube in size
Ivory Black 37 ml tube in size

**Other items:**
Palette
Easel
Light source
Still life objects
Jars (including a Silcoil jar if possible)
Newspaper (for cleaning your brushes)